
The vision of the institution is to become a model institution rooted in traditional values with global 

perspective 

while  competently  serving  to  the  academic  necessity  of  Tripura.  The  ultimate  aim  is  inclusive  

education,  to 

inculcate  highest  human  values  and  professionalism  among  its  students  so  that  they  become  

intellectually 

competent, morally upright and sensitive to the needs of the society in particular and the humanity 

as a whole.  

The  central  emphasis of college authority is the inclusive education and make the students 

responsible citizen of the country with a human face. The role of faculties , principal and office staff 

and other stakeholders are ingrained in this manner and all are committed to meeting the academic 

interests of students on priority basis. Emphases are on all round development of students. Right 

from creating an ambience of quality education in the different programmes introduced in the 

college, emphases are given on co curricular and extracurricular activities . Debates and literary 

activities , boosting self confidence and personal development buttressed by efforts on increasing 

the skill of students  are given proportionate weightage so that students become true human being. 

Showing  respect to teachers, understanding the essence of discipline , punctuality and rule of life 

and caring elderly , aged , underprivileged section are also being imbibed to the students through 

special campaigns propagated by the NSS . The students could  learn to believe that there is no 

substitute to relentless effort  which is the bedrock of success . Nothing can be gained without 

sustained efforts and no work is  less abortive  if it involves an honest cent per cent endeavour. Thus 

students should never be disappointed with the end result for his/ her  tireless efforts. Hardly all   

experiments bear fruit at maiden attempt for which fathomless efforts are the impeccable choices.  

This country is proud of own culture and civilization and Tripura is no exception to it. Its history is 

chequerred with many glories of royals ruled the state  till October 1949.The tumultuous events 

occurred after the sudden death of Maharaja Bir Bikram Manikya brought a gloomy fate in the 

boundaries of the state  causing the loss of chaklaroshnabad , the most fertile and revenue earning 

landscape and rendered this part of land a  geographically isolated due to loss of railway connectivity 

to erstwhile East Pakistan or now Bangladesh.   But the students are not abreast of many things and 

even so called history textbooks do hardly  . History , culture and own language are sitting at the 

back of their mindset. With a view to reviving the old culture and making known the true history of 

the state , long journey is awaited. Most of students in this college are also not aware of the real 

history. On the contrary to it , this college , over the last two years, is trying its best to unfold the 

many facets of glorious past remained in obscurity led by the Department of History in particular. 


